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Abstract A mesh-based framework is developed by extending global stereocorrelation techniques
to faceted surfaces with three-noded elements. A two-step self-calibration procedure is followed
to determine the projection matrices of the stereo-rig and to update the nominal surface model
to match the surface of interest. To prove the feasibility of mesh-based stereocorrelation, two
different test parts are analyzed with the present techniques and compared to already validated
optical procedures.
Keywords Calibration · DIC · finite element discretization · photogrammetry · stereocorrelation

1 Introduction

Geometries of manufactured parts are designed to fulfil functional requirements such as assembly
constraints and fatigue life. It is therefore essential to directly control the manufacturing process.
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An additional procedure is to measure the actual geometry to evaluate its distance with respect to
its nominal model. Several authors have proposed classifications of measurement systems [31, 24,
30, 9, 29, 1, 39] to achieve such goals. Among them, contactless 3D shape reconstructions are one
possible route in the field of metrology. One of their advantages is related to the fact that these
techniques are often faster than conventional ones (e.g., touch probe by employing coordinate
measuring machines).
The most utilized contactless techniques are optical systems such as laser-plane sensor, fringe
projection, photogrammetry, and stereovision. So-called stereocorrelation (or 3D surface digital
image correlation (DIC) or stereo-DIC) is a method that allows 3D shapes and 3D displacements
to be measured [20, 35, 21]. Clouds of 3D points and their motions are determined by analyzing
various pairs of pictures. The metrological characterization of the observed surfaces then consists
of post-processing the cloud of 3D points to determine the distance to the theoretical surface (i.e.,
frequently the CAD model) by using, for instance, iterative closest point registration [4, 6, 37, 19].
All the measurement techniques listed above require a calibration procedure to be performed.
For stereoscopic systems (e.g., stereovision, photogrammetry, stereocorrelation), the intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters have to be determined [16, 23, 5]. A calibration target is generally used and
several image pairs are shot for different positions of the target. An alternative route consists of
using the observed part as the calibration target. Consequently, no calibration object is needed [17,
18]. Self-calibration aims to find intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the stereo-rig directly from
the pictures of the object of interest itself.
To perform such calibration, the mathematical description of the analyzed surface is needed.
In that sense, the self-calibration procedures belong to the group of dense multiview methods [32].
The surface description can be based upon facets utilizing, say, Delaunay triangulation [36].
Freeform surface descriptions are also natural for global approaches to stereocorrelation [2]. In
the following, finite element based surface descriptions will be used. They are based upon 3-noded
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triangles (i.e., T3 meshes). It is worth noting that other types of elements (e.g., 4-noded quadrilaterals [14]) can also be considered within the very same framework. One advantage of such
descriptions is that it provides direct and seamless links with finite element simulations [33, 34].
The present paper is a follow-up on NURBS-based stereocorrelation [2]. Classical deviations
experienced in manufacturing engineering cannot always be described with Non Uniform Rational
B-Splines (NURBS [26]). These defects may be detected with the correlation residuals [13] but
not easily quantified since they are continuous but not differentiable (e.g., mismatches on surfaces
manufacturing with different tools, roughness, scallop heights, facets). Conversely, with a faceted
3D shape, some of these geometrical defects may be detected and quantified. The work proposed
herein consists of the implementation of mesh-based calibration and 3D shape measurements with
T3 meshes.
The paper is organized as follows. In a first part, the mesh-based stereocorrelation method
is presented and applied to a case study. Then this measurement is compared to a CAD-based
approach. Advantages and drawbacks of both methods are mentioned. Finally, a feasibility study
on a machined part is carried out to evaluate the ability of the proposed approach to detect
machining defect.

2 Principle of Mesh-Based Stereocorrelation

In this section, the measurement of 3D shapes is carried out when its mathematical description is
based upon finite elements. In the present case, three-noded triangular elements define facets of
the surface model. In a finite element framework, facets only assume the continuity of the surface
but not its first order derivatives, which may account for complex shapes (e.g., mismatches, scallop
heights induced by manufacturing).
The flow diagram shown in Figure 1 summarizes the different steps of the present implementation, which is a self-calibration procedure following the same steps as for isogeometric stereocorre-
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lation [2]. The starting point of the analysis is the mathematical model of the observed shape and
the pictures acquired by the left and right cameras. To initialize the stereocorrelation procedure,
the user has to pick 6 remarkable points on the pictures and on the mesh. This allows for a first
determination of the projection matrices that are needed to get the 2D positions in camera plane
of a considered 3D point. In the present setting, the reference frame becomes that of the T3 mesh.
The projection matrices are then updated by using an integrated approach to stereocorrelation.
Once the calibration has been performed with the nominal mesh, the latter is updated to fit as
best as possible the actual 3D shape. If needed these two last steps are repeated. In the present
cases only one iteration was performed.

Fig. 1: Flow diagram of mesh-based stereocorrelation

Once the 3D shape has been measured, it may undergo displacements due to mechanical
loading. The formalism proposed in Ref. [11, 12] is applicable to the present parameterization. It
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will not be followed hereafter since the aim of the paper is to show the feasibility of the present
framework for 3D shape measurements and the detection of fabrication defects.

2.1 Surface Model

The mesh is assumed to be composed of nodes used to define facets. The facets are described
with 3 nodes and a constant normal vector to get a triangular tessellation. This type of definition
is classically considered in the Standard Tessellation Language (STL) format, which is widely
used for rapid prototyping and computer-aided design and manufacturing [7]. Figure 2 shows an
example of a CAD model using NURBS that is subsequently transformed into a mesh made of
three-noded facets, which can be saved as a .stl file. It corresponds to the first test part used
later on. The faceted 3D shape has been generated thanks to Catia V5 software [10]. In the present
case, a quasi uniform T3 mesh is obtained since the 3D shape is not too complex.

CAD model

Meshing
T3-meshhomogeneous
generated by model
modeler

Fig. 2: NURBS-based CAD model of the first analyzed part (a) and corresponding STL model (b)
generated by Catia V5 modeler

With the chosen parameterization of the observed surface, the unknowns are the positions of
the nodes of the mesh, provided the stereo-rig has been calibrated. This is the first step of the
present procedure.
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2.2 Calibration of Stereovision System

The calibration of a stereo rig consists of determining the intrinsic parameters (i.e., internal
parameters of each camera), and the extrinsic parameters (i.e., orientation and position of each
camera with respect to a reference frame) [15, 35]. All these parameters are used to define the socalled projection matrices [M l ] and [M r ], which relate the homogeneous coordinates {X} of any
point in the scene of observation to the homogeneous coordinates of their respective projections
onto the left {xl } and right {xr } cameras (Figure 3)
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where X, Y, Z are the three coordinates of the considered point, sl , sr the scale factors associated
with the left and right imaging systems. It follows that for any 2D spatial parametrization u, v of
the external surface, the coordinates xl and xr in the left and right cameras read

xl = xl (u, v, [M l ]) ,

xr = xr (u, v, [M r ])

(2)

The projection matrices are determined by assuming that the observed surface corresponds to
its nominal definition (i.e., the T3 mesh generated by the CAD modeler). It is a self-calibration
procedure in which no special target is needed (Figure 4). An integrated approach to stereocorrelation is followed as already proposed for NURBS-based descriptions of the observed surface [2].
The underlying minimization principle is based upon the conservation of the gray level in pictures
f l , f r shot by the left and right cameras

f l (xl ) = f r (xr )

(3)
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Fig. 3: Depiction of projections from 3D points in a scene observed by a stereosystem consisting
of two cameras

which is globally minimized over the region of interest (ROI) with respect to the unknown components of the projection matrices

[M l ], [M l ] = arg min

X

2

f l (xl (u, v, [µl ])) − f r (xr (u, v, [µr ]))

(4)

[µl ],[µr ] ROI

This minimization is performed via a modified Newton-Raphson scheme for which the argument
of the previous functional is successively linearized and corrected by evaluating the corrections
(gathered in vectors {δµl } and {δµr }) to the current estimate of the projection matrices [µl ] and
[µr ]
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τlin =

X

2

f l (xl ) + [Gl ](xl ){δµl } − f r (xr ) − [Gr ](xr ){δ[µr }

(5)

ROI

with
Glij (xl )

=

∂xl
∇f ·
∂µlij
l

!
l

(x ) ,

Grij (xr )

=

∂xr
∇f ·
∂µrij
r

!

(xr )

(6)

where the dependence of xl and xr with u, u, [µl ], [µr ] has been omitted for the sake of clarity. Any
changes to the projection matrices update the left and right coordinates according to Equation (2).
Even though the minimization is based upon a quadratic approximation of the functional (4), the
gray level residuals ρ(u, v) = f l (xl (u, v, [µl ])) − f r (xr (u, v, [µr ])) are evaluated by accounting for
all non linearities.

Fig. 4: Calibration step based upon surface tessellation using T3 facets

To initialize the calibration procedure, a first estimate xl0 (u, v, [µl0 ]), xr0 (u, v, [µr0 ]) is needed.
Six points are selected by the user on each picture and on the nominal (i.e., theoretical) surface.
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By inverting system (1) in the least squares sense, initial values [µl0 ] and [µr0 ] for the projection
matrices are obtained. The updated projection matrices are then determined by minimizing τlin
with respect to δ[µl ] and δ[µr ]. Once the previous corrections reach levels that are very low
(i.e., typically of the order of 10−3 ), the iterations are stopped. The quality of the registration
(and therefore of the calibration) is checked by computing the correlation residuals ρ for all the
considered estimation points u, v in the ROI.
After this first step, the stereoscopic system has been calibrated. The next step consists of
adapting the T3 mesh to the actual surface.

2.3 3D Shape Measurement

In this section, the T3 mesh is deformed to match the real surface of interest. As the surface is
faceted, the deformation consists of moving the nodes of the tessellation to minimize the correlation
residuals. In the present case, the initial and deformed meshes have exactly the same structure.
Consequently, the nodal coordinates become the new unknowns to the correlation procedure. Their
position is updated by using the same type of correlation procedure as previously described. The
coordinates xl and xr in the left and right cameras are now written as functions of the nodal
coordinates Ni of the T3 mesh (Figure 5)
xl = xl (u, v, Ni ) ,

xr = xr (u, v, Ni )

(7)

The nodal positions are determined by globally minimizing over the region of interest (ROI)
Ni = arg min
νi

X

f l (xl (u, v, νi )) − f r (xr (u, v, νi ))

2

(8)

ROI

with respect to the unknown positions νi .
In the present case, the initial nodal positions are those in the nominal model since the
calibration step has allowed the frame of the model to be related to that of the stereo rig. In order
to leave the mesh structure unaltered, nodes from their initial positions are moved along their
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Ni

Ni

Ni

Fig. 5: 3D shape measurement based upon surface tessellation with 3D facets

normals only (Figure 6). This type of regularization is needed to avoid distorting T3 facets or even
having interpenetrating points. Figure 7 depicts the initial and final surfaces whose nodes have
undergone displacements along their normals (green arrows). The red arrows depict unwanted
displacements. Once the nodes have been moved, the normals are not updated since it is assumed
that only minute corrections are needed. This hypothesis was checked a posteriori in the following
analysis.

With displacements following the normal of each node, the number of unknowns is divided by
3. However, the normal for each node has to be evaluated. By construction, the normals to the
facets are readily available. The normal of a node is given by the weighted average of the normals
to the facets that are connected to it. Since the element size was approximately identical, the
weighted average is approximated by the mere vector average.
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n Xi

Xi
X i'

Fig. 6: Principle of node displacement along its normal

Unconstrained displacement

Displacement
according to node's normal
Nominal surface
Deformed surface according to node's displacement

Fig. 7: Principle of node displacement along its normal for a node all its normal direction (reference
configuration in black, deformed configuration in green)

In the case of surface models based upon tessellations, the unknowns are nodal coordinates.
However, the minimization is performed over a significantly larger number of points to make
the inversion of the registration problem possible. Consequently, the evaluation points u, v are
to be defined for each facet. They would correspond to the integration points in standard finite
element procedures [38]. Because the picture gradients have complex fluctuations, no standard
quadrature (e.g., Gauss points) is used. A uniform distribution of evaluation points is defined in
each facet. Once the evaluation points have been defined, their respective positions in the left
and right cameras are given by Equation (1). The corresponding gray level and local gradients
are obtained through linear interpolations at inter-pixel locations. Figure 8 exemplifies this subelement discretization using 6 × 6 evaluation points. This number was choose according to the
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number of pixels contained in the projected mesh’s face. Greater discretization may be performed
in the case of a larger mesh size or a better image resolution.

X

1

X Pi

evaluation
point

0

0.

5

1

X1

X

0

0

0.5

X
1

2

X2

Fig. 8: Discretization of a T3 facet with 36 evaluation points

2.4 Results on Smooth Surface

The previous procedure has been tested on a T3-mesh shown in Figure 2. Several residual maps
at different stages of the global optimization are reported in Figure 9. The first map refers to the
stereocorrelation residual for the initial estimate of the projection matrix once the six points have
been manually selected. Only a crude estimate is obtained since high levels are still observed. The
second map corresponds to the stereocorrelation residuals after the calibration step. A clear gain
is observed thanks to the fine repositioning of the cameras (i.e., updating the projection matrices).
The last map shows the stereocorrelation residuals when the optimization of the T3-mesh (i.e.,
moving the nodes) is performed. There is a significant gain that indicates that the nominal nodal
positions had to be corrected. At the end of this step, the measured 3D shape is directly expressed
in terms of its mathematical description in the frame of the original model. The distance to the
initial model is evaluated in a straight forward manner since the motions of all nodes are actually
measured.
Following this study on the T3-mesh model surface, the map of deviations between the nominal
T3-mesh (Figure 2) and the updated T3-mesh is shown in Figure 10. They correspond to the nodal
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Fig. 9: Stereocorrelation residuals (expressed in a logarithmic mapping of the grey level intensity)
at different steps of the procedure

motions that had to be applied to minimize the stereocorrelation residuals. A mean deviation
of 77 µm is found and a standard deviation of 66 µm is obtained highlighting that most of
the displacements are very small, thereby indicating that the machined shape is very close to
the nominal model. It is worth noting that a part of the deviation and fluctuations is related
to the paint. In the present cases, the mean thickness of the paint, which was determined by
using a chromatic confocal sensor, is of the order of 40 µm, and its RMS roughness is less than
5 µm. Consequently, about half of the deviation is caused by the paint. Conversely, most of the
observed fluctuations are not related to the paint but on the measurement uncertainties and on
the fabrication process itself.

3 Comparison with CAD-Based Stereocorrelation
3.1 Isogeometric Stereocorrelation

The following approach is based on a NURBS description of the surface [2]. It is defined by its
order, a network of control points Pij with associated weights ωij , and its knot vector. Any point
X belonging to the considered surface is expressed via two parameters (u∗ , v ∗ ) ∈ [0, 1]2

X(u∗ , v ∗ ) =

Pm Pn
∗
∗
i=0 P
0=1 Nip (u )Njq (v )wij Pij
P
n
m
∗
∗
i=0

0=1

Nip (u )Njq (v )wij

(9)
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Fig. 10: Deviation map (expressed in mm) between the nominal model and the updated T3-mesh
measured via global stereocorrelation

where Nip are the mixing functions [26]. Instead of updating the nodal positions, isogeometric
stereocorrelation consists of moving the control points that deform the nominal surface to match
as best as possible the actual geometry. The pseudo displacements in the left and right pictures
then read
δxl,r =

∂xl,r ∂X
dPij
∂X ∂Pij

(10)

CAD-based (or isogeometric stereocorrelation [2] follows similar steps as those proposed herein
for mesh-based stereocorrelation (Figure 1) since both are based upon self-calibration. First, an
initialization step is required to have a first estimate of the projection matrices. The latter ones
are then updated by using the same functional (4). Last, the NURBS model is updated by moving
its control points to minimize the sum of squared differences between the gray levels of left and
right pictures over all considered evaluation points instead of the nodal positions for mesh-based
stereocorrelation. The main difference between the two methods thus lies in the mathematical
model of the analyzed 3D shape. The interested reader will find additional details on isogeometric
stereocorrelation in Refs. [2, 12].
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Table 1 shows the difference in terms of degrees of freedom and interpolation degree of the initial CAD model when using NURBS and its STL definition. The NURBS description generally has
very few knots (i.e., control points) in comparison with the number of nodes of the corresponding
T3 tessellation (Figure 2).

Table 1: Model parameters description
Type of model
NURBS model
T3 model

number of nodes (or knots)

maximum interpolation degree

68

8

1370

1

3.2 Results

The deviations of the measured NURBS surface with respect to its nominal model (Figure 2) are
shown in Figure 11. A mean deviation of 36 µm and a standard deviation of 27µm are obtained.
The present result shows smaller deviations from the nominal model than those measured with
the previous method. The present deviations are mainly due to small oscillations observed on
the deformed NURBS surface. This phenomenon appears essentially in the center of the surface
and results from a high number of control points and degrees used to describe the surface. Even
though the present implementation was not regularized [13] the fact that a very small number
of control points is used in comparison with the T3-mesh (Table 1) is advantageous for the
NURBS-based approach. In the present case, the NURBS-approach out-performs the mesh based
approach. However, the latter yields results that are close to the former, thereby validating its
implementation and the regularization strategy consisting of moving nodes along their normal
direction only.
Two measurement methods based on a CAD model have been described in this section. As
the number of parameters (control points, weights, nodal sequence) necessary to describe NURBS
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Fig. 11: Deviations (expressed in mm) between the theoretical model and the reconstructed 3D
shape

surfaces compared to a tessellation representation is lower, the NURBS-based method is easier to
implement. However, the NURBS representation does not allow geometric features with tangent
and curvature discontinuity to be described. Moreover, local variations encountered in machining
processes (e.g., mismatches, scallop heights, facets) are very difficult to model in a NURBS formalism. In these cases, the mesh-based method presented in this section may be more efficient
since deformations can be performed more locally.

4 Application to Defect Detection

To illustrate the relevance of the proposed method for machining defect detection, a second
test part is analyzed. Two different measuring systems are used to assess deviations induced
by machining. The first system consists of a coordinate measuring machine (i.e., CMM) equipped
with a laser-plane sensor (Kreon) mounted on an orientation head to increase the sensor resolution.
The second technique is mesh-based stereocorrelation.
The studied deviations are those obtained during milling of a complex shape (e.g., mismatches,
scallop heights, facets). The CAD model of the studied part is shown in Figure 12. This part has
three different types of defects. It has been machined via the so-called parallel plane strategy. Thus,
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all the tool paths are aligned along the same machining direction. Some defects, such as facets,
are machined on purpose and described in the nominal model. Mismatch and scallop heights will
also occur during machining.

Mismatches
Facets
ng
ini
ch ion
Ma rect
di

Scallop heights

Fig. 12: CAD model of the studied part

4.1 Laser-Plane Sensor

This first system has been chosen to scan the surface with only one orientation of the laser in order
to avoid overlapping errors generally appearing when using multiple sensor orientations and to
reduce deviations due to orientation changes [3]. Based on the iterative closest point algorithm an
interpolation of the digitized point cloud is performed. It is worth remembering that this operation
is directly performed with the proposed stereocorrelation procedure (i.e., first calibration step).
The results are given in Figure 13 in terms of the deviations between the CAD model and the
measured point cloud. The standard deviation and mean offset are respectively equal to 79 µm
and 22 µm. To illustrate the type of encountered deviation, a section is extracted in a plane
orthogonal to the machining direction. From this section, mismatches are easily identified in the
present case contrary to scallop heights, which are not detected. Following this measurement, only
the mismatch is quantified with this measuring system. With such a system, it is not possible to
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Mismatches

0.096
0.084
0.072

Facets

0.060
0.048
0.033
0.018
0.003
-0.012

Scallop heights

-0.027
-0042
-0.057
-0.072

Fig. 13: Deviations (expressed in mm) between the nominal model and the laser-plane sensor
digitization

quantify the value of the scallop height and the facets are difficult to analyze. This is due to the
resolution of the present system [39].

4.2 Mesh-Based Stereocorrelation

The part is also measured with the mesh-based stereocorrelation method introduced in Section 2.
To perform mesh-based stereocorrelation, two pictures are shot. Figure 14 shows that a random
pattern using black and white paint has been sprayed to make such analyses possible. It is worth
noting that this coating has been applied after the measurement with the laser-plane sensor.
The calibration of the stereoscopic system is carried out thanks to the T3-meshed surface. The
mesh used herein is obtained from an output of the CAD software. Prior to the application of
stereocorrelation, a visibility analysis [22] is performed to remove the mesh faces that cannot be
seen by both cameras. The stereocorrelation residual following the first calibration step is shown
in Figure 15(a). Areas with large residuals correspond to locations with a larger deviation in the
measurement performed with the laser plane sensor. After optimization the residual is smaller
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(b)

Fig. 14: Left (a) and right (b) pictures of the analyzed part

in these areas (Figure 15(b)). Some areas have still large residuals indicating that the assumed
shape is not necessarily compatible with the actual shape.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 15: Stereocorrelation residual maps prior to (a) and after (b) surface corrections (expressed
in a logarithmic mapping of the grey level intensity)

The measured offset field is shown in Figure 16. A mean deviation of 8.3 µm and a standard
deviation of 8.8 µm are found. On the left side, two vertical stripes appear, which are illustrating
the presence of a defect on the facets while the point cloud obtained with the laser-plane sensor
does not allow this identification. On the right side the other two vertical stripes show that the
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cylindrical section has undergone an overall horizontal motion illustrating the mismatch defect.
However many nodes have very different offsets compared to their neighborhood. This is partly
due to unsuitable (i.e., too coarse) pattern in the measured area. These nodes are considered as
outliers. With the chosen mesh size, the scallop height cannot be measured.
Facets

Mismatches

Scallop heights

Fig. 16: Measured displacement along the normal direction to each node (expressed in mm)

In this section, the feasibility of mesh-based stereocorrelation to identify specific defects is
studied. The study is carried out on a test part including classical defects encountered during
milling (i.e., mismatch, form error, scallop height). The mesh-based stereocorrelation performance
is compared with a commonly used laser-plane sensor. The results of this comparative study shows
that the measurement method proposed herein could have an ability to discriminate machining
defects comparable to current non-contact measuring systems.

5 Conclusions

A mesh-based stereocorrelation procedure has been presented within a global framework of DIC.
One of its features is to describe observed surfaces within a dense multiview methods [32]. In
the present case, multi-faceted surfaces are modeled with 3-noded surface elements. Further, a
self-calibration procedure is followed. It allows the measurement results to be directly expressed
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in the frame of the virtual model. This step is achieved by calibrating the projection matrices of
the stereo-rig.
Since a self-calibration procedure is followed, the actual shape of the surface of interest is
determined by directly updating its a priori definition. To avoid ill-conditioning of the stereocorrelation procedure, the 3D shape is updated by keeping the general structure of the mesh, namely,
the nodes are only moved along the surface normals. It is worth noting that other regularization
techniques may be followed when measuring 3D shapes and/or 3D surface displacement fields [27,
12, 13].
Two test cases have been studied to prove the feasibility of the previous framework to measure
3D shapes and to compare with existing procedures. The first tool is NURBS-based stereocorrelation that has already been validated by studying different cases [2, 11]. The second system is a
laser-plane sensor that is mounted on a head of a coordinate measuring machine.
Compared to NURBS-based stereocorrelation, the proposed method increases the computation
time due to the larger number of degrees of freedom of the surface representation. Yet it allows the
measurement of more complex features to be performed that induce local deformations of the mesh
such as machining defects. For the test part that was measured with the two stereocorrelation
techniques, the overall results are consistent with each other, thereby validating the mesh-based
approach proposed herein.
The measurements made with laser-plane sensor and mesh-based stereocorrelation show the
ability of the proposed method to detect local defects, which were not detected with the laserplane sensor. In the context of surface inspection, it is necessary to compare the actual surface
to its CAD definition. Hence, the point cloud obtained from contactless sensors such as the laser
scanner must be brought back to the frame of the the CAD model. This step can be relatively
long and difficult. A direct measurement in the frame of the virtual model as proposed with global
stereocorrelation techniques eliminates this operation and the associated uncertainty.
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In the present analysis, the defects could be detected yet not necessarily quantified. This last
step would have required the T3 mesh to be compatible with the geometry of the defect(s). In
Some cases, this may be possible. An alternative route would be to tailor patches associated with
known defect geometries. This type of concept was used to detect and quantify multiple cracks in
fatigue test [28].
Last, it is worth noting that from the virtual design of a structure to its (virtual) sizing different bridges are needed. For instance, surface tessellations can be obtained from CAD modelers [7,
10]. These faceted surfaces are useful data for finite element codes. Another alternative is to perform isogeometric analyses [8]. In both cases bridges with experimental procedures are desirable
for identification and validation purposes. The present developments contribute to unify experiments and simulations so that the emergence of “simulation-based engineering sciences” will be
facilitated [25].
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